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COLOR SELECT+
RGB Wireless Controller

COLOR SELECT PLUS

control

IlluminFx’s Color Select PLUS WiFi controllable color controller 
is a great choice for those that want more control over their 
light fixtures. With the Color Select PLUS, users can adjust their 
lighting fixtures wirelessly over WiFi with their smart phone. 
Simply install the free application, and begin changing the colors 
of your lights. You can select from 16.7 million different colors, 
and adjust the color changing modes. Select from one of the 12 
fixed modes, and change the speed, or create your very own. You 
can choose your own colors and transitions in the DIY mode and 
save these as scenes for later use. Up to 4 scenes can be saved 
and later changed with one touch. The NEW WiFi104 also allows 
the ability to add extra zones so you can get different colors in 
different locations. For each zone past zone 1, add CSP-R45ACV 
wireless zone control receiver. You can also incorporate the all 
new WP4 interior wireless wall panel into the system.

The WiFi 104 can control up to 12 zones WIRELESSLY. Each 
zone can be controlled independently or together using up to 4 
groups. The zones can be different types of LED lights as well. 
For example, ZONE ONE could be RGB fixtures, ZONE 2 could be 
RGBW, and ZONE THREE could be a single color LED product. 
Each zone past zone 1 requires a CSP-R45ACV wireless zone 
control receiver.

An optional wall panel can also be added wirelessly to the 
Color Select System. Use it to control up to 4 zones of RGB 
/ RGBW lighting fixtures.

SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage 12~24VDC

Peak Output Power 144W@12V | 288W@24V

Peak Output Current 3x4 Amps

WiFi Control 2.4GHz with selectable frequencies

Working Temp -4°F~122°F

RGB Color Modes 12 Fixed modes, 12 DIY modes, 4 scenes

Dimensions 128mm x 73mm x 45mm

Output Control Control over single color, warm/cool white 
temperature, Full RGBW

Diagram

Weight 325g

Part Numbers
Main Unit : CSPWIFI104
Zone Control : CSP-R45ACV
Wall Panel : WP4 (comes with receiver)

CSP

ZONE CONTROL INTERIOR WALL PANEL
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WiFi 104 APP
Quick Look

The main interface gives you simple color over the color and 
brightness of the RGB lights. On RGBW mode you also gain 
control over the white LED on the fixtures. You can also set it for 
simple dimming control or control temperature tuning. All the 
changes can be made in seconds and controling your lighting 
fixtures will be a breeze.

This shows the quick process of changing and adding zones on 
your lighting project. Up to twelve can be added (additional CSP-
R45ACV are needed for each zone past zone one)

The WiFi 104 app allows you to create up to 12 modes. You can 
select the colors and the order of colors you want for each mode. 
You can also select the speed and type of transition from each 
color to the next. You can also select certain modes and play 
them in succession with the playback loop feature.

MAIN INTERFACE

SETTING ZONES

DIY INTERFACE

WIRELESS DISTANCES


